Auditory processing studied prospectively in two hemidecorticectomy patients.
Auditory processing of speech and nonspeech sounds was studied prospectively in two hemidecorticectomy patients (ages 10-11 years) with Rasmussen's syndrome. We tested auditory word recognition under four listening conditions: in quiet, in noise, after acoustic filtering, and dichotically. Recognition of environmental sounds and discrimination of tones and digitized syllables were also tested. Presurgical testing confirmed normal processing of speech and nonspeech, for both patients, under all listening conditon. One year after surgery, both patients demonstrated intact recognition of words and environmental sounds in quiet but impaired word recognition in noise. The left hemidecorticectomy patient also demonstrated impaired recognition of low-pass filtered words. These findings suggest that either hemisphere can process speech or nonspeech sounds in quiet, whereas both hemispheres are needed to process speech in background noise. Hemispheric contributions to processing speech in noise appear to differ, with the left hemisphere compensating for loss of phonologic information and the right hemisphere compensating for increased attention demands.